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Founding Statement: 

♦ The North-South divide is a political and socio-economic reality in Britain. Northerners always 

get a raw deal from the London-based political class. For too long, the North has lived in the 

shadow of the South. The time is ripe to promote the idea of independence and self-

determination for the North of England. 

♦ This is a progressive campaign that rejects all forms of bigotry and sectarianism. The Free 

North Campaign calls on all the peoples of the North to unite in the spirit of independence, 

solidarity and freedom. 

 

The Radical Case For Independence 

On September 18th 2014, the voters of Scotland will go to the polls to decide whether or not their 

country should become independent. The pro-independence campaign, as you would expect, 

includes people with various different political backgrounds and party affiliations. Last year, 

however, saw the launch of the Radical Independence Campaign (RIC) which combines the cause 

of Scottish independence with left-wing politics. The campaign has brought together various 

strands of radical opinion including socialists, greens, republicans and trade unionists. On its 

website, the RIC states: “We believe Scotland should be a people’s democracy, a society of 

equality, a great welfare state, a good neighbour, and pioneer a just economy.” This is an 

approach that makes perfect sense and one that the Free North Campaign seeks to emulate. 

Independence alone will not provide the answer to all of society’s ills. Any independence 

campaign must be built on strong progressive values, otherwise it is vulnerable to reactionary 

and parochial distortions. 

 

                                                                                                                             Continued overleaf... 
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Often the outlook seems bleak for those seeking radical social change in Britain. In the North, 

however, ideas of community, solidarity and social justice are still relatively strong compared to 

the more conservative South. A common Northern identity already exists. It is not unusual to 

hear people in the North refer to themselves as “proud Northerners”. In the South, such 

sentiments are extremely rare due to the more atomised nature of Southern communities. The 

Free North Campaign aims to appeal to the progressive, common sense instincts of Northerners 

and provide the kind of inspiring objectives that the political class in Britain has consistently 

failed to. And far from simply creating a new political class to be disillusioned with in the North, 

an independent Northern republic could promote radical forms of political and economic 

democracy (co-operatives, community assemblies, recallable elected delegates, referendums etc). 

Would a Northern republic be without its problems? No – but the idea of a more humane, free 

and equal society where citizens can meaningfully participate is surely something worth actively 

aspiring to. 

Protect The Lake District From Nuclear Waste! 

The UK government seems determined to make the Lake District its dumping ground for highly 

toxic radioactive materials. Cumbria County Council has already rejected the proposals, however 

the government is hoping that the District Council will override the decision. If this happens, the 

people of Cumbria and the rest of the North need to send a clear message that Whitehall should 

find somewhere in its own backyard to dump nuclear waste. The Free North Campaign believes 

this latest example of political arrogance from the government in London further strengthens 

the case for Northern independence. 

An independent Northern Republic could: 

♦ Declare the North of England a nuclear-free zone. 

♦ Invest heavily in renewable forms of energy and clean coal technology, creating thousands of 

green jobs. 

♦ Ensure the Lake District is constitutionally protected as an area of outstanding natural 

beauty. 

Tell London: Hands Off The Lake District! 

Catalans Call For Independence 

Find Out More About The 

Free North Campaign: 

Website: freenorthcampaign.wordpress.com 

Twitter: twitter.com/Free_North 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/FreeNorthCampaign 

 

Around 1.6 million supporters of Catalan independence 

have formed a 400km human chain to promote their 

cause. 

Known as Via Catalana (Catalan Way), the event was 

organised by the pro-independence Assemblea Nacional 

Catalana and Òmnium Cultural. 

In 1989, a similar event was organised linking the 

capitals of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania, all of which 

subsequently became independent from the Soviet Union. 

Jordi Solé of the Esquerra Republicana de Catalunya 

(Republican Left of Catalonia) said: “The huge success of the 

Catalan Way has shown once again that Catalonia is a nation 

and that the Catalan people want to democratically decide 

their own political future.” 
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